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K

atie Reibel loves the quote by cosmetics heiress Aerin Lauder, “Simplicity is the
purest form of luxury and elegance,” and that’s evident from the moment you
pull up to their exquisite, sophisticated residence in Summerlin’s The Ridges,
an enclave of custom homes.
Just a few years ago, Katie and Chuck Reibel were enjoying themselves in Pacific
Palisades, California when Chuck received a job offer from Cashman Photo Enterprises
here in Las Vegas.That decision not only moved them east, far away from the sound of ocean
surf, bit it also offered the perfect opportunity to completely change their lives.
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katie reibel

“When we lived in Pacific Palisades, I was obsessed with the traditional
aesthetic,” said Katie. “All the homes there are traditional colonials, from
southern style to federal. However, when we made our big life-change
move here, we decided we wanted to simplify our lives in every aspect.
“I started studying modernism and we both fell in love with the
simplicity of it,” Katie continued. “We loved the idea of simplifying our
lives, clearing out the clutter. As you age, you have a different outlook
on life and truly realize what’s important. Your perspectives change. It’s
remarkable that we made the transition seamlessly.We left Pacific Palisades
and never looked back.”
Their first home was in Red Rock Country Club (RRCC), and as time
went on, they realized just how much they enjoyed the area. “Giving up the
ocean was a big deal,” said Katie, “but the Strip and mountain views almost
make up for the lack of it. It’s so very calming and tranquil here, just in a
different way.”
They brought a lot of furniture, art and antiques with them from
their house in California and used those to decorate their Tuscan-style
home in RRCC. “We tried to modernize it,” said Katie. “The things I
could use I did. Some I shipped back to family in California. A lot of
items I gave away to people who worked on the remodel. My handyman
got a tremendous amount!”
Happy in their new locale, it was time to build their dream home. They
sold the house in RRCC fully furnished, and they even had a backup offer

in this market. “I heard that the person who
made the backup offer cried when she didn’t
get the house,” said Katie. “We like to do
houses that are emotional and move people.
We try to create warmth in all our homes.
That house was done to perfection.”
Every weekend, the Reibels visited new
communities in town to determine just where
they would build their dream house. With The
Ridges right next door to RRCC, they toured
it quite a bit.
“We were touched by the beauty of The
Ridges,” said Katie. “This is the only place in
Las Vegas that you can build a post-modern
house and have the blessing of the HOA, as
well as the views and lot sizes. The Ridges
require the homes have a desert contemporary
aesthetic. Originally they wanted a Frank
Lloyd Wright look, but they did allow a few
Mediterraneans. Now they’re building more
post-modern up here.”
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In the meantime, Katie was studying up
on her favorite architects. While their new
abode has a nod to Mies van der Rohe, the
styles of two Southern California architects –
Wallace Cunningham and John Lautner – had
a big influence on the overall design.
“We love Wallace Cunningham, the
openness and airiness of his designs,” said
Katie. “He studied the work of John Lautner,
an architect with so unique a vision, he could
take any shape or form and turn it into a
very functional house. His floor plans seem
wild or crazy, but when you study them,
they flow beautifully and are situated on the
most beautiful lots, some of which are a bit
extreme, but he’s a great engineer.
“I love when the architects push the
envelope and combine the form and function
that work well for a family and they do it
beautifully,” Katie continued. “A lot of their
homes tend to view the ocean which we don’t

have here. They always make the best use of
the views. We wanted to make sure every
room here had a view. It’s encompassed into
the architecture.”
Once they settled on the lot, the Reibels
toured The Ridges and noted the names of
builders and architects of homes that they
admired. From there, they interviewed about
eight of each before they chose their team.
They tried to find someone who understood
the modern aesthetic, and eventually found
someone who loved Frank Lloyd Wright to
begin the process.
“I gave him all the parameters of what I
wanted, gave him my books about architects,
gave him my floor plan, and gave him a photo
of the Crescent house by Wallace Cunningham
that we used as a basis for ours,” said Katie. “We
eventually parted ways and found a new architect
because he wanted to do more of his own thing,
and we wanted to be involved in every aspect
april 2010 | luxurylv.com
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of the building process. We were adamant
about having our vision become a reality.
We didn’t want to go through all this effort
and have it become the architect’s vision.
“Our
involvement
in
the
development of this house was so
gratifying,” Katie continued. “My
husband and I were here three times
a day once it got underway to make
sure everything was going according
to our plans. We were so dedicated to
our vision, once our house in Red Rock
Country Club sold, we lived in the
nearby Element Hotel until our new
home was complete. The entire process
took just about two years.”
“Katie and I spent a lot of time on
this during the actual construction,” said
Chuck. “We were right on top of it all
along. It was a very enjoyable process,
and my financial background was very
helpful. It’s easy to go over budget on
things, but because of my background,
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we kept everything in check. Katie did
so much research, but I had input and I
was involved in the approval process for
every decision we made.”
“It was critical that we visited the
building site every day, because you
never know when something will
require your attention,” said Katie.
“One day my husband saw an X in the
floor of our great room. The builder
was going to put a column and a wall
there. The new architect wanted to
create an intimate conversation area,
but it would have been horrible for
our very open floor plan. Luckily we
caught it in time. We did lose a bit of
time to reengineer it, and there were
a few other incidents where we caught
things. We had to be there to make sure
everything was okay.
“We did a lot of research, every
fixture, every tile, absolutely
everything we put in the house we

selected ourselves, but we were able to
find every supplier that we needed in Las
Vegas,” said Katie. “We have such a wealth
of vendors here because of the hospitality
industry, so everything we needed, we
found through someone in town.”
The Reibels settled on a very tranquil, Zenlike color scheme of white and grey for their
interior, but friends felt it might be a bit too
cold and stark. So, they added a pop of color.
“I love the color of burnt orange from
Hermès,” said Katie. “It’s one of my favorite
colors right now.We decided to add the orange
so it would give the house some energy. In the
kitchen, my husband took a gamble and we
went with a bright orange on the cabinets, and
it worked!”
“The kitchen really came down to the
orange cabinets,” said Chuck. “We had to
decide if we wanted to go with a brighter
or duller orange. I thought we needed a pop
color, so we went with the brighter option.
I knew we were taking a bit of a risk, but it
made a big difference in our open floor plan.”
A peek through the large plate glass front
door offers a view directly through to the
swimming pool in the back yard. “We really
wanted to see through the house from front to
back,” said Katie. “At night, the pool looks like
a tranquil blue band across the yard.”
The main focus of the hallway is the subtle
grey hand painted mural that covers an entire
wall, up to the height in the main room of 28
feet. Created and signed by the architect, the
mural serves a purpose as well by providing
expansion joints for the wall to handle the
extreme temperatures we experience in the
desert climate. The mural is softly up-lighted,
adding to the calm and serenity of the space.
For the interior furnishings, Katie and
Chuck turned to By Design. “We would go
every Saturday,” Katie said. “We were just so
taken by their customer service and beautiful
pieces. I knew exactly what I wanted. I knew
the size and orientation of the rooms. I told
JoAnn what I was looking for, the lines, colors
and textures. She showed me a Dellarobbia
sofa from Italy. It’s in our family room and it’s
probably my favorite piece. I love the MidCentury Modern fabric. JoAnn and Staffan
really helped me with decisions and we’re
very happy with how everything turned out.”
“They were very knowledgeable and aware
of what they were looking for,” said Staffan
Cederquist, owner of By Design. “We met for the
first time about eight months before the house
was complete.We’re a retailer, not a designer, and
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g r e a t t o l i e i n b e d a n d e n j o y t h e s c e n e a l l a r o u n d u s .”

we have an extensive library of contemporary
furnishings. They felt that what we had would
complement their new home. We offered some
models and fabrics and they selected from what
we showed them. They knew exactly what they
wanted and they have a very good eye.”

The house boasts two large paintings by
local artist Leslie Rowland, one upstairs in the
game room in greys and blacks, and a vibrant
orange, white and gold composition downstairs
in the great room. “I had seen Leslie’s work at
some other houses here in The Ridges, but she
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also consigned some pieces at By Design. We
are very lucky to have the paintings we do. The
piece downstairs was commissioned but the
upstairs piece was a purchase.”
The four-bedroom, five-and-a-half bath,
5500-square-foot home is not only beautiful,
it’s eco-friendly because the Reibels wanted
to be responsible to our fragile desert climate.
“Our monthly water bill is only about $20,
compared to about $1,000 per month in
California,” said Katie.
In addition to the solar shades and recycled
glass components incorporated throughout the
house, water conservation played a big part in
the design. Dual-flush toilets and high-efficiency
plumbing fixtures not only serve a purpose but
also look beautiful. Tankless water heaters,
smart irrigation controllers and a whole-house
water purification system support the process
behind the scenes. “You could even drink the
water from the pool,” said Katie.
All the windows are energy efficient
Solarban, automated Ferrari mesh solar
shades are on every window and solar panels
are ready to be installed. The interior air
quality is cleaner and purer thanks to low
volatile organic compound (VOC) paints,
green cellulose insulation, and carpeting
and padding made with environmentally
friendly materials.

-

chuck reibel

“We loved building this house,” Katie said.
“We’d love to do it again. My husband and I
truly found this to be our passion.”
“I’m extremely happy living there,” said
Chuck. “The transformation has been great.
We love change, and we’re very happy here.
It’s been a great adjustment from the ocean
to the desert.
“I also love all the modern technology the
home has,” Chuck continued. “We installed a
Control4 home automation system, just like
they have at CityCenter, and it’s amazing. It
incorporates all the music, video, security,
everything is modernized. I especially love all
the televisions.
“I also love the master bedroom,” said
Chuck. “It’s just wonderful how we have the
layers of windows with the incredible view
out to the mountains. It’s great to lie in bed
and enjoy the scene all around us.”
Is there anything that’s disappointing
about the house?
“Only one thing,” said Katie. “I really
wanted to get it LEED (Leadership in
Engineering and Environmental Design by the
U.S. Green Building Council) certified, but I
couldn’t. I didn’t realize that you had to apply
for certification before all the walls were closed
up. Now that I know, I’ll be prepared for the
next house,” she said with a wink.q

